1. The Vrije Universiteit Brussel puts its sports infrastructure and activities at the service of both its own population and third parties under specific conditions. As a university, education and research are central to its daily operations. As a liberal institution, however, the VUB also puts social service first. Although VUB sport will of course remain an integral part of the university and users of the VUB sports infrastructure and participants in the sports activities in the organization of the educational institution should be aware of the fact that the VUB should become a private rather than a public institution.

2. By purchasing a sports card from the movement and sports department of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, the buyer becomes a member of "VUB-sport".

3. A sports card can be purchased online via the website www.vub.be/sport or at the reception of VUB-Sport in the entrance hall of the VUB sports complex (building L) on the Brussels Humanities, Sciences & Engineering Campus of the university. (access 8 from the campus at the Triomflaan at 1050 Elsene).

4. A sports card at VUB-sport costs € 8.3 in the year 2020-2021. This rate is indexed annually on September 1 based on the evolution of the health and consumption index.

5. A sports card is personal and may not be passed on to third parties.

6. When purchasing a sports card, the buyer agrees to the user and participation conditions as well as the privacy rules of the sports provider VUB-Sport.

7. To create the card, a number of data are requested from the candidate buyer:
   a. Name
   b. First Name
   c. Category (VUB / EHB student, staff, alumni or partner - Basic Fit / ISB /... - or all others)
   d. Students or staff card number in case of VUB or EHB student or staff
   e. Date of birth
   f. Address (street name, house number, PO box, zip code and name of municipality or city)
   g. phone number
   h. E-mail address
   i. Preferred sports and basic purpose of the purchase
   j. ID photograph

8. VUB-sport undertakes to respect the privacy of all its members, in accordance with the GDPR and the applicable legislation on the protection of personal data, including the law of 30 July 2018 on the protection of natural persons with regard to processing of personal data. VUB-sport is committed to keeping all data confidential. The personal data is not passed on to third parties by the movement department, is protected against misuse and only used with the aim of informing the sports card owner of the possibilities of the sports card to optimize the service tailored to each member. VUB-sport implements appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect the personal data of its members against unsolicited changes, accidental or unlawful loss, use, disclosure or unauthorized access.

9. The sports card is valid for 5 academic years, starting in the academic year of purchase.

10. The sports card gives access to the changing rooms and showers on the first floor in building L on the campus in Ixelles during opening hours of the sports complex and to the Fit-O-Meter on this campus or the Beweegbank on the campus in Jette (grass field next to Basic Fit on that campus).

11. Students and staff of the VUB and EHB have the possibility to participate in the competitions organized by VUB-Sport for staff or students respectively (including Futsalleague, Sports trophy tournaments, participation in Flemish and / or Belgian student sports championships with a VUB / EHB team via the sports card).

12. Students and staff of the VUB and EHB are insured through the sports card against possible accidents during sports at the VUB.

13. VUB-sport offers sports card holders the opportunity to use sports infrastructure as a group or individually (athletics track, squash courts, tennis courts and / or swimming pool) and to participate in a wide range of sports activities in the context of the annual "Sport! Mix".

14. Renting sports fields for group use:
   a. for separate rental (1 to 3 hours per use), at least one of the users must have a valid sports card. In order to benefit from a discount rate valid for students, staff and partners, at least half of the participants in the activity organized by the tenant in the sports complex at the time of rental must have a valid, personal sports card that corresponds to the desired discount rate.
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15. Athletics track: accessible to sports card holders who upload 10 or 20 accesses to the track on their card, at the opening hours communicated on the VUB-Sport website and at the access to the track.

16. Sportmix: a package of sports activities that are offered during the teaching weeks of the academic year on the campuses in Ixelles and Jette. To join these activities sports card holders need to have a punch in the card for the running academic year. Some activities take place in their own organization with their own supervisor and equipment, others take place in collaboration with clubs active in the VUB Sports Complex (https://www.vub.be/sport/sportaanbod#online-sportmix-aanbod). The latter are only accessible to students and staff of the VUB under specific conditions per club. Non-VUB people can become a member of the respective club to participate in these activities.

17. Squash courts: accessible to sports card holders who charge 10 or 20 half hours of squash on their card during the hours provided under VUB / EHB. Sports offer “Squash” in VUB Sport app.

18. Tennis court: accessible to sports card holders who charge 10 or 20 hours of tennis on their card during the hours provided under VUB / EHB. Sports offer “Tennis” in VUB Sport app.

19. Swimming pool: accessible to sports card holders who charge 10, 20 or 50 accesses to the swimming pool on their card, during the public hours provided under VUB / EHB. Sports offer “Lane Swimming” (big pool) or “Family” (small pool) in VUB Sport app.

20. To participate in these 4 activities participants need to make a booking via the VUB Sport app in advance. This way we want to assure the comfort and safety of all sporters participating in our activities by limiting the maximum number of people who can join. Book in advance and have the QR code of the booking scanned by one of our coworkers before entering the zone where the activity takes place.

21. Turns for access to athletics track, squash courts and swimming pool must be uploaded to the card at the reception of the movement and sports department of the VUB (entrance hall building L, Sports complex on the campus in Ixelles). Different rates apply (see www.vub.be/sport for details) for VUB / EHB students and staff, partners (Basic Fit members, VUB / EHB alumni, ISB students, staff and parents, ...) and everyone else. Payment is made by bank card (debit, no credit).

22. Reservations must be made in advance for any use (except for the athletics track).
   a. To participate in a Sportmix activity, via VUB / EHB on Nova Sport
   b. To access the pool, via VUB / EHB on Nova Sport
   c. For use of a squash court or tennis court, via VUB / EHB on Nova Sport
   d. To rent a gym or field for sports other than squash or tennis, via the application form on the website vub.be/sport

23. Before the athletics track, individual users are asked to enter the track to see if there are any club activities taking place on the track or rugby pitch that would disturb them or make their training less enjoyable.

24. A sports card is non-refundable after purchase and remains in the possession of the buyer. The card is valid for 5 years, so in principle this offers enough time to actively use the card. We would like to point out to buyers that VUB-Sport does not sell a consumer product, but offers a service with which sports card holders can work towards a fit and healthy life. In principle, a sports card holder does not only have a commitment to VUB sports, but also to himself to use that card in practice for participation in sports at the VUB with the aim of leading a fit and healthy life.

25. In accordance with the law, online buyers of a sports clip have the right to notify us of the withdrawal of the purchase, without penalty and without giving any reason, within 14 calendar days from the day following the time of the online purchase. Please note: this will only be accepted if the card was not used for reservation or participation in the Sport! Mix during those 14 days.

26. Services purchased on site (such as swimming sessions) are non-refundable. These remain available for use by the sports card holder as long as the card is valid.

27. In case of closures of the sports complex or suspensions of activities as a result of an obligation by the government or as a result of internal reasons at the VUB, the validity of the sports card will be extended by a period equal to the period in which the card could not be used as a result of the suspension.

28. At the time of purchasing the sports card and / or services loaded onto the sports card, the user declares to have taken note of the terms and conditions of use and undertakes personally and jointly to comply with them in their entirety.